
1A to Z Quotes

Letter Topic Quote

A ART “Art is the lie that enables us to realize the truth.” Pablo Picasso

B BOOKS “There is no friend as loyal as a book.” Ernest Hemingway

C CREATIVITY “Creativity takes courage.” Henri Matisse

D DREAMS “All that we see or seem is but a dream within a dream.” Edgar Allan Poe

E EDUCATION “You can never be overdressed or overeducated.” Oscar Wilde

F FRIENDSHIP “A friend is a gift you give yourself.” Robert Louis Stevenson

G GOAL “A dream is just a dream. A goal is a dream with a plan and a deadline.” Harvey Mackay

H HOME “Is it possible for home to be a person and not a place?” Stephanie Perkins

I IDEA “There is no force so powerful as an idea whose time has come.” Everett Dirksen

J JOURNEY “Good company in a journey makes the way seem shorter.” Izaak Walton

K KNOWLEDGE “The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge but imagination.” Albert Einstein

L LOVE “Oh my Luve’s like a red, red rose...” Robert Burns

M MONEY “Money is a great servant but a bad master.” Francis Bacon
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2A to Z Quotes

N NATURE “Spring is the nature’s way of saying, ‘Let’s party!’” Robin Williams

O OBSESSION “Passion is a positive obsession. Obsession is a negative passion.” Paul Carvel

P PERFECTION “Excellence does not require perfection.” Henry James

Q QUALITY “Quality means doing it right when no one is looking.” Henry Ford

R READING “A reader lives a thousand lives before he dies...” George R. R. Martin

S SMILE “All people smile in the same language.” proverb

T TIME “Time moves slowly, but passes quickly.” Alice Walker

U UNDERSTANDING “Everything that irritates us about others can lead us to an understanding of ourselves.” C. G. Jung

V VICTORY “Victory has a hundred fathers and defeat is an orphan.” John. F. Kennedy

W WRITING “Writing is waiting for the word that may not be there until next Tuesday.” Richard Wilbur

X XMAS “Christmas isn’t a season. It’s a feeling.” Edna Farber

Y YOURSELF “Life isn't about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself.” George Bernard Shaw

Z ZOO “Zoo: An excellent lace to study the habits of human beings.” Evan Esar
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